
HEATH ROAD Date: dd/mm/yyyy

Condition.  

Good/ 

Satisfactory/ 

Poor

Action required Immediate action 

required? Yes/No

Action completed to 

satisfaction. Yes/No Photo before/after

Site General 

(to include 

surfaces and 

paths)

Previous mole hills have been flattened by the 

mower. However, the moles have made new mole 

hills across the grass.

Sign Ok New sign is fixed to the basketball equipment

Gate Person gate is closing well now - all fixed. Double 

gate seems to be ok

Fence Fence post just along from the double gates is 

leaning onto “our” fence, I’m not sure who that 

post belongs to as it is the other side of “our” fence. 

Fence between the Playing Field and the Care 

Home. One post is laying down and the fence is 

down. 

The fence post at the bottom corner towards the 

railway bridge. The fence post was laying on the 

ground. This post is now standing up but is not fixed 

into the ground.

Hedge ok



Bench (backless) I can only find two benches both with backs. Both 

benches are ok

Bench (with back) ok

Litter Bin ok

Swing  (2 seat, flat) The chains still have tails hanging. The seats appear 

to be the correct height now. Covered in bird poo. 

This still needs to be rectified. Can these be cleaned 

?

Swing (2 seat, cradle) The chains still have tails hanging. Appear to be the 

correct height now. Covered in bird poo. This still 

needs to be rectified. Can these be cleaned?

See Saw Ground work - earth still eroded away where feet 

land on the ground. Head and neck entrapment. 

Needs to be filled with fresh soil.

Multi Play (Junior) One piece of the wooden surround is still broken. I 

think this looks a little worse since my last visit.  

Needs to be replaced. Dangerous. 

yes

Handle broken off at the top of the slide Needs to 

be replaced



 I think there should be a rope for the climbing wall. 

Needs to be replace

Basket Ball Goal Already mentioned that the new sign is in place. 

Trip hazard at the front of the tarmac. Needs fresh 

soil to build up the depth.

Yes


